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CLIF HIGH OF HALFPASTHUMAN IDENTIFIES ANDY AS 
PLANETARY WHISTLE-BLOWER PREDICTED BY ALTA

 
 

 
Andrew D. Basiago (left); his landmark paper from 2008, The Discovery of Life on Mars; 
humanoid discovered by him on Mars’ Tsiolkovski Ridge; the Rosetta Stone of Mars (right) 
 
 
Clif High, Asymetric Language Trend Analysis [ALTA], Interpretation and Predictions for 
2009-2010, in The Shape of Things to Come, vol. 0, issue 2, Data Set Analysis 12, 
September 15, 2009, available on the World Wide Web at www.halfpasthuman.com: 
 
  
It is very likely that the ‘whistleblower’ who had been described in previous ALTA 
reports (see 1309) as emerging out of the period of the [coagulation] of the 
[government/officialdom of the USofA due to financial structure collapse] is a 
person by the name of [Andrew D. Basiago] who is the author of a paper titled 
“The Discovery of Life on Mars, 12/12/08 (PDF)” and that can be located at 
http://www.exopolitics.com/.  The past forecast for this person who would make a 
[planetary impact] of such magnitude that [a second wave] of other [whistle- 
blowers] of all kinds would be drawn into the public view includes descriptors and 
archetypes that are currently being fulfilled by reports about Andrew’s paper.  
While it is curious that Washington State is some form of hotbed of woo-woo 
activity (Andrew is a Washington State resident), and the home to so many 
researchers working in the woo-woo world, nonetheless, the linguistics both 
around Andrew D. Basiago and by him reach to almost 34/thirty-four percent of 
the predicted linguistic set (actually quite significant levels when attempting to 
match personality to forecast at this early a stage).  If we are correct, then the 
events of these next few months will raise the public profile of Andrew Basiago to 
a very high level within the mainstream media and that such presence in the 
media will climb over the next 9/nine months to a planetary level… 


